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E. Stamatatos and G. Widmer, Automatic identification of music performers with
learning ensembles
This article addresses the problem of identifying the most likely music performer, given a set of
performances of the same piece by a number of skilled candidate pianists. We propose a set of very
simple features for representing stylistic characteristics of a music performer, introducing ‘norm-
based’ features that relate to a kind of ‘average’ performance. A database of piano performances of
22 pianists playing two pieces by Frédéric Chopin is used in the presented experiments. Due to the
limitations of the training set size and the characteristics of the input features we propose an ensemble
of simple classifiers derived by both subsampling the training set and subsampling the input features.
Experiments show that the proposed features are able to quantify the differences between music per-
formers. The proposed ensemble can efficiently cope with multi-class music performer recognition
under inter-piece conditions, a difficult musical task, displaying a level of accuracy unlikely to be
matched by human listeners (under similar conditions).  2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
J. Burghardt, E-Generalization using grammars
We extend the notion of anti-unification to cover equational theories and present a method based
on regular tree grammars to compute a finite representation of E-generalization sets. We present
a framework to combine Inductive Logic Programming and E-generalization that includes an ex-
tension of Plotkin’s lgg theorem to the equational case. We demonstrate the potential power of
E-generalization by three example applications: computation of suggestions for auxiliary lemmas in
equational inductive proofs, computation of construction laws for given term sequences, and learning
of screen editor command sequences.  2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
C. Callaway, E. Not, A. Novello, C. Rocchi, O. Stock and M. Zancanaro, Automatic
cinematography and multilingual NLG for generating video documentaries
Automatically constructing a complete documentary or educational film from scattered pieces of
images and knowledge is a significant challenge. Even when this information is provided in an anno-
tated format, the problems of ordering, structuring and animating sequences of images, and producing
natural language descriptions that correspond to those images within multiple constraints, are each
individually difficult tasks.0004-3702/2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
doi:10.1016/j.artint.2005.03.002
282 Forthcoming Papers / Artificial Intelligence 164 (2005) 281–282This paper describes an approach for tackling these problems through a combination of rhetorical
structures with narrative and film theory to produce movie-like visual animations from still images
along with natural language generation techniques needed to produce text descriptions of what is
being seen in the animations. The use of rhetorical structures from NLG is used to integrate separate
components for video creation and script generation. We further describe an implementation, named
GLAMOUR, that produces actual, short video documentaries, focusing on a cultural heritage domain,
and that have been evaluated by professional filmmakers.  2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
P. Baroni, M. Giacomin and G. Guida, Self-stabilizing defeat status computation:
dealing with conflict management in multi-agent systems
O. Etzioni, M. Cafarella, D. Downey, A.-M. Popescu, T. Shaked, S. Soderland, D.S.
Weld and A. Yates, Unsupervised named-entity extraction from the web: an experi-
mental study
C. Bessiere, J.-C. Régin, R.H.C. Yap and Y. Zhang, An optimal coarse-grained arc
consistency algorithm
